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A Word from the Editors
Dear Readers,
Cyril Connolly once said that there are two kinds of literary magazine: hotels
and clubs. Hotels ‘fill up every week with a different clique.’ Clubs are
occupied by a single clique whose purpose in life is to keep non‐members
out.1
Over our nine‐month editorship of From Glasgow to Saturn, we have
tried to be more of an hotel than a club. We have travelled in a different
direction than James Byrne, editor of the ultra‐clubbish The Wolf, who
announced in a recent editorial that he will publish nothing but ‘demanding’
work which possesses ‘layers of multiplicity of meaning’; writing that ‘hovers
among uncertainties.’2
In the hands of the present editors, From Glasgow to Saturn did not seek
to promote (or discredit) any particular style of writing. We opened our doors
equally to poetry that was free or accentual‐syllabic, obscure or accessible. We
had no preference for prose that was realistic instead of fantastic, gritty
instead of uplifting. All we looked for was writing that worked.
So what kind of writing do we consider to work? Does a poem work if
it makes the reader think deeply about the human condition? Does a story
work if there’s a twist at the end the reader didn’t see coming? Ultimately, the
judgment of what works is subjective; it is felt but cannot be explained; the
editors’ judgment must be final, and like the decision of a jury, does not need
to be justified.
In Issue 22, we offer poetry and prose pieces which, in our collective
opinion, work well. Here you will find concrete verses, experimental formats,
characters dark and delightful. And with that, our task is complete.
It is now time to hand over the editorship to a new and sparkling team:
Paul Deaton, Megan Primrose and Siobhan Staples. We wish them well for
the next incarnation of the University of Glasgow’s creative writing showcase,
and look forward to their launch in the autumn.
With good wishes,
Alan Gillespie, Nick Boreham and Sheila Millar
1 Cyril Connolly, ‘Fifty Years of Little Magazines’, Art and Literature 1 (1964).
2 James Byrne, ‘Editorial’, The Wolf, issue 19 (2008), pp 2‐3.
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Still Life
by Catherine Baird
The floor is cold and I am numb. I wish to move but am reluctant to do so as
he will object. He daubs and daubs and sees me looking at the clock, my eyes
veering up and to the left. I smile at him - quick and shallow - and he looks
back at the canvas, moves his head this way and that and then dips his brush
in the jar. I think he is finished but I do not move until he takes off his coverall
and his painting hat. He walks over to me but I cannot see his face yet; I still
have my head bowed as he wishes. He touches my shoulder and I look up. I
know I look like a frightened bird caught by a child or an animal, I can’t help
it. He holds out my blouse, letting it drape down my back and it is cold, a
silky chill. I reach up to take it and he holds my hand, helps me to my feet
and lets his hand linger then slide along my arm. He moves it towards my
breast and I turn away before he can touch me there. I will let him later, but
not today. When the painting is finished.
Can you come on Sunday, he asks. I tell him I am sitting for another
man at four and he asks me to come earlier, says we might finish then. I
accept. I will be paid then. This has been a good job for me. The man is not a
good painter, but he knows that if he gives me enough hours sitting for him,
then I will fuck him. This painting has taken twenty hours and I have been
here ten times. He will pay me four hundred pounds on Sunday and I will not
have to worry about the rent for this month.
He asks who I am sitting for on Sunday and I tell him the name. He
knows him. They go to the same art café; it’s where they all find me. My limbs
are stiff as I hop, pulling my jeans on, and I stumble. He reaches out, helps
me. I pull up the zip and he still holds my arm, reaches over and tries to kiss
my lips. I pull away. He tucks his hair behind his ears. His hair is long and
grey and falls out of its loose pigtail in wispy strands. It is yellowed from
cigarette smoke. His glasses are smudged with fingerprints. I ask him if we
will finish on Sunday and he says I should see the painting.
The canvas is still white at the edges and I am there in the middle,
kneeling on the floor with my hair hanging like a curtain, my face lit in green
and yellow flashes. No one would know me from this art. The image is naïve
and lumpish, but no matter, perhaps he will paint me again. I nod and make
my face look pleased and interested and this is enough. Sunday, he says and
we agree that I shall come at twelve. He touches my back and this time I let
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his hand remain, return his gaze. His eyes look like sea, washed by a storm;
like the colour has faded with too much looking. He smells of smoke and
toasted bread. I have to go I say and he rubs my back, lets me move away. I
put my jacket on and let myself out of his door.
In the hallway of the building, the shiny walls are dotted with posters
and leaflets: political slogans and advertisements for hairdressers. The front
door has an image in stained glass. A flower; red petals and green leaves
encircled with lead, stark against the dismal hall.
The bus is full and I stand, holding on to a rail, between a woman and
two schoolgirls. The woman is trying to stand steadily, but her bag keeps
slipping down from her shoulder. The children talk loudly and I drift, letting
the speed of their words lull me. My child speaks like this now and I have to
tell her to slow down. She complains that I should make more of an effort, but
I like measurement; I like to take things slowly.
I buy vegetables and chicken from the supermarket on the way home.
Tonight I will make us a British meal, which will make my daughter happy.
She is leaving all traces of her origins behind her and any encouragement
from me is pounced upon. She wants to take me with her, but I am holding
on; my roots are still firmly planted in the past.
We leave together after our meal and I watch from the corner when we
split to go our separate ways. She is unaware of her beauty although
consumed with teenage arrogance and pasted with garish makeup. She walks
with her phone held in front, texting her friend that she is on her way when
she is standing outside the girl’s home.
In the art café, I see the usual people: the women who are suspicious of
me, the men who are vying with each other to paint me, fuck me. I take my
paints and brushes from my locker and go into the life drawing class. Tonight
we are painting a young man. He is a student of philosophy and I am looking
forward to drawing his eyes, which look disconsolate and nervous. He is
flabby under his shirt and tries to hold in his stomach when he first sits on the
low dais. Henry, our tutor, guides him into a position that suits the artists and
allows the young man to be comfortable for the twenty-five minute slot. He
will be paid twelve pounds for the hour’s session and over the next few
weeks we will know his body like our own; his folds of fat, his stubble, his
ears, his toenails, everything. I position my easel so that I can see his face
directly although I usually prefer a more oblique angle. There is a small fear
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shivering through him and I try to capture this in my first few lines, look for a
way to describe vulnerability in black and grey.
The session stops for our break and the young man wraps a robe about
him and sits on the edge of the platform, sipping tea that the tutor has
brought. I go over to him and introduce myself, tell him what I am planning
with my work. He does not paint he says, so the information is lost on him,
but I am glad to speak with him anyway. He is very polite.
The second half of the session starts and a hush takes over from the
hum of conversation and movement. I can hear the sound of my own stroke
on the canvas and the swishing of brushes through water. The young man is
relaxed now but I have caught his fear and will work around it over the
coming weeks. His body will be the same, the position will be recorded by the
tutor’s camera and faithfully reproduced, but the boy’s eyes will become
bored or restless and the chance to capture something valid will be lost. This
painting excites me and I feel I may perhaps complete it without the boy. He
dresses in the room behind the studio and comes out after the class. Some of
the artists want to talk, but he moves towards the door. The tutor calls out
‘See you next week, same time Jason?’ Jason nods and the door swings behind
him.
An artist I have not met before comes over to me, says he was looking
at my painting. I nod. You have tremendous energy in your work he tells me.
I say thank you and ask him about his own work. He says he used to paint,
and is giving it another go; has more time on his hands now. His wife died he
says. I nod. I will sit for him on Saturday.
Saturday is windy and warm and I sweat on the bus on the way to his
home. He answers the door as if he was waiting behind it for my knock, and
sweeps me into the hallway. I see photographs of children in school ties and
on a shelf there are ornaments of dogs and rabbits, the dust obscuring their
porcelain faces. He leads me through to his kitchen and offers me tea. I think
about angles and muscles as he reaches up for cups from a high cupboard and
down for milk from the fridge. He hands me the tea and asks about my fees. I
have already spoken with him about this and he knows that I will sit for ten
sessions as a minimum. He wants to pay me first, ‘up-front’ he calls it, but I
am unsure what this means. I know that he will fuck me today if he pays me,
but I don’t know if he wants to paint me too. We settle on three hundred
pounds and go upstairs. We fuck quickly and he pays me the money.
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The tea is still a little warm when we return to the kitchen. He heats it
up in the microwave. I know I could leave now with the money and he will
do nothing, but I encourage him to set up his easel. I choose my own position
and sit straight in the kitchen chair. He starts with thin pencil lines and asks
me what I think. I tell him to throw away the pencil. He has charcoal but has
never used it well, so I stand nude beside him and show him how. I leave
after another hour and agree to come back next Saturday.
On Sunday I go as usual to my client and I am happy that we will
finish today. I get the underground train to his home and walk the last halfmile past a church. I hear hymns being sung and the music reminds me of
Christmastime. I am humming as I approach the stained glass door. Inside I
knock on the door to his flat and he is freshly shaved and wearing a clean
shirt when he answers. He has my money ready and hands it to me in an
envelope. I count it although I know it makes me seem cheap, but I have my
daughter to think of. He does not want to paint me today, but says he wants
me to stay for the two hours. I have to say yes, I will; that was what I agreed.
His bedroom is tidy, he has vacuumed the carpet, and made the bed,
although clothes are piled on chairs and other pieces of furniture. He sits on
the bed and pats the space next to him. I sit down and he holds one of my
hands. I ask if he has condoms and he shows me a pack he has under the
pillow. Let this be over is the sentence in my head but I remain serene. He
wants me to take my clothes off slowly; to make it seem natural; like I want
him. I oblige him and remove my clothes like a coquettish stripper, letting
them drop to the floor. I hear his breathing; raspy and fast.
He takes off his clothes when I am fully naked and I see he has a scar
on his leg. I think about the colour, how I would paint this. He sees me
looking and holds his penis in his hand. Look at this, he says. I say put a
condom on and he does, rolling it down with his whole hand. He lies back on
the bed and invites me to sit on him. I lower myself onto him and move
slowly back and forth watching his face. I picture this face on my canvas,
imagine the colours I would use to describe what I see in his eyes as we move
in unison. Afterwards, he watches me lie on his bed then wants to fuck me
again. I have agreed to the two hours, so I must accept, but he cannot get his
penis hard again.
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Counterpoint
by Patrick Holloway
My voice of open vowels
And inflections upon
Inflections like reading
From a manuscript of Gerald
Barry. Then there is my mother’s
Voice that I adopt when someone tells
Me such sad news that I can’t
Find my own voice.[1] Then
There is my father’s that I use when
Talking to the bank, or complaining
To the bank, or closing a bank
Account. Then there is my brother’s
Voice, the gay one with the lisp that
Comes out in me when I am excited
Or too angry to find the depth of
My own. My sister’s with this tone
That I use and reuse, when explaining
Or making clear to myself complicated
Texts, just like she taught me how to
Draw within the lines. My other brother
With his voice of confidence and re
Assurance I try and use too often and
Although it is the closest to my own
It is the one that feels most like a lie.
And on this paper that I write I cannot
Know what voice you will hear or which
One you will prefer because to me they are
Still only a creaking of a door, a baby’s
Breath, a scream in a tunnel, a clearing
Of a throat.
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_____________________________________
[1] Baby lungs and tiny breath turned over without knowing,
A face of his and hers slept, breathing, in, out, in,
Slow breaths getting slower, falling without growing,
A soft spot on the skull, too new to know of sin.
Being woken only when being woken is far too late,
There is too much damage done to the brain, they say,
It makes you believe in God, right? Or maybe fate,
That a baby not a year will not live for one more day.
That’s your baby dying, they say, that’s her being taken away,
That’s a usual reaction, they say, there are different stages to grief,
Anger is one of them, they say, but that too will fade away,
Just like night to day, you think, like every tree loses every leaf.
People send texts and voicemails with words you do not hear,
People want to help but don’t know how, people will pray,
People will sit and think of you and they will cry and fear
That something so tragic could happen to them one day.
People will kiss their children, lovers, parents harder than before,
Strangers will hear the news and they too may bless themselves,
You will have to decide when the machine is turned off and pour
Everything you have into nooks and crannies, holes and shelves
Because people will get tired of your grief for theirs will disappear,
But yours will live in your fingers and it will come out of your mouth,
It will keep you up at night and talk to you with a voice so sincere,
And it will become your voice working downwards, moving south.
You will look one day in a mirror and it will look through you,
You will think of it as a window, a clear opening into the past,
It will not reflect anything but what you want to see and do,
A girl, less than a year, already growing up far too fast.
And soon she will be in a school uniform with a smile,
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She will kiss you goodbye and you will wait until three,
Thinking of her sitting and making friends all the while
Knowing that although it is more real than real it will not be.
You will have to remember that you buried her life,
That there is a place that you can go to leave flowers,
That you are no longer a mother, no longer a wife,
That you are just another person left with nothing but hours.

Petrichor
by R. A. Davis
It whispers this and whets the edge of air
Now look into the gift horse mouth of spring
Thirst, to taste the thirst that must have been there
If sudden spots on windows are its quenching
The softest tap on glass before a speech
To melancholy and lived-in sandstone
Remembering the desert rain, the beach
Estranging water, drying up alone
So you can choose with sharpened reasoning
Believe that summer’s salad has been dressed
When thoughts were bland, crying for seasoning
The subtle cumin tang, the pavement’s zest
It answered all those forgotten questions
But without answers, only suggestions
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The Waiting Room
by Bethany Anderson
Doctors on the telly while I’m waiting at the doctor’s,
And I’m not the only patient in the waiting room.
He’s shaking in his seat, restless leg syndrome,
Fingers clutching a paper sandwich bag.
‘Do you want some, hen?
Do you want some?’
Moments before I realise he means me,
Thrusting forward with the sandwich in his hand.
His fingerprints on squashed brown bread,
Not wholemeal, and yellow mess between.
‘No, thank you.’
Practising a polite smile. Don’t piss these people off.
Fat Goth with fat mum and dad, smelling and talking about
Who has enough change for the drinks machine.
‘One pound fifty for a bottle of Bru?’
And Fat Goth is ready to break, because the world and the vending machine
and the waiting room are against him. Only him and his black hair and his
acne and his studded belt.
Not the gaunt shadow in the corner, legs crossed so hard
He’s folding into himself.
More clothes than bone, more bone than sanity,
Bewitched black eyes, accusing and afraid.
The waiting room is his enemy: an opportunity
For conversation, for approach, for just one person to recognise.
What are you doing here?
I’m not the only patient in the waiting room,
But we all sit several seats apart.
Outpatients. Andrew Duncan Clinic.
We’re all crazy here.
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Extract from a Novel
by Izabela Ilowska
The world outside went mad. And yet my flat was always warm and cosy.
Whenever I heard some unnecessary voices from the outside, I just closed the
windows. I wasn’t interested in my country’s history at all. Communism with
its empty shelves, food ration coupons, depressing greyness concerned me,
but only indirectly. It never determined my life. My small business was doing
well, actually. I had money and quite a lot of free time. Maria and I would
often go to a nice cafe in the Mercury Hotel. We were dressed in colourful
clothes that were supposed to attract attention. Our necks and fingers were
bedecked with tacky, gold-plated jewellery. Pretentiously we smoked
imported cigarettes. We wanted to be seen and we were. In fact Maria and I
became quite popular in the city. We were the first businesswomen: selfconfident, insolent and mean.
One day an old friend of mine paid me a visit. Kasia was a teacher in a
primary school. She taught Polish. She married young and had one child, a
little girl. Her husband was a teacher too. They taught in the same primary
school. Kasia had to invite herself to my place as I didn’t even want to talk to
her. She was my high school friend; she belonged to the past. And I didn’t
want to remember the past. When I looked at her, I saw my old, forgotten self.
For a second I had to close my eyes. Kasia was as thin as a rake. Her hair was
grey even though she was in her thirties. She sat down heavily in a chair in
my kitchen and began eating dry biscuits nervously.
“It’s been a long time since we last saw each other, hasn’t it?” she tried
to strike up a conversation. She must have sensed my reluctance to talk, but
she wasn’t going to give up. “We used to be close. You, Asia and I,
remember? We were so innocent then, don’t you think?” she went on. She
annoyed me. “We wrote poems. We were poets, weren’t we?”
“I wasn’t,” I snapped at her, but she didn’t become upset.
“You were!” she exclaimed. “You wrote beautifully. I always thought
you would write a novel or something. Your mother helped to publish
authors who didn’t deserve it.” There was a sparkle in Kasia’s eye as if she
really believed in what she was saying. Suddenly she was young again.
“You’re wrong about me,” I said after a while. I felt exhausted. My
head hurt. “I may have been writing something, but it was clumsy and
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amateurish. Look at me, I’m selling cheap trinkets! I didn’t even finish
college.”
“And I did finish and look what happened with my life!” she
exclaimed. “I’m old. We don’t have any money. We fight all the time. Our
daughter goes to school in worn shoes. I’m sick of this hopelessness.
Sometimes I feel I’ll go mad. Life is so hard. We go to work, but we still live in
my parents’ two-room flat and that’s not going to change soon.” Kasia was
yelling now. Her face was red with anger, ugly. I felt that she was yelling at
me.
“My daughter wants to have a little brother or sister,” Kasia said and I
gave a long gaping yawn. That conversation bored me. But she went on.
“What am I supposed to tell her? We can’t afford to have another child.
My husband works at night as a watchman. At school he is always tired and
worked up. At home he dozes off and doesn’t talk to me. He takes his anger
out on my mother and especially on our daughter. When I tell him that she
needs new shoes, he leaves the room and slams the door. Then he refuses to
speak to me for days. When we were students at the university, poverty was
interesting. Remember those dirty, overcrowded halls of residence, those
seedy milk bars and those smelly second-hand clothes? Now I’m not amused
anymore. Now poverty hurts. How long are we supposed to wait? And what
exactly are we waiting for? What is our aim in life? A flat of our own? That’s
it? And what if we fail? What if we never have a flat of own? What then? Will
it mean that we’ve lost?”
Kasia talked and talked and I tried to listen. I pretended that I was
interested. Her face was colourless, ordinary. Just like her life. ‘What did you
expect?’ I wanted to shout, because I had had enough of her. I was silent,
though. When she was leaving, she asked if she could visit me some day. I
agreed, but I never saw her again. Seven months later Kasia was dead. “She
went mad,” her neighbours said. “She has been so sad lately.”
That day she didn’t go to work. She took her daughter to a cafe in the
Mercury Hotel. They ordered ice cream. The scoops were colourful and
sweet. She and her daughter were laughing and stuffing themselves with
whipped cream and fresh, exotic fruit they had never eaten before. There was
a beautiful winter garden in that hotel. People called it a glass palace. There
were various plants, which I always found unnaturally green. I wondered if
they were real. They just didn’t blend in with the surroundings: they were too
spruced, too shiny, too perfect. But Kasia loved to look at them. Every now
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and then she would go there and gaze at them for hours. That day Kasia
booked into the hotel at three o’clock. The receptionists remembered her
daughter: a laughing six-year-old with funny pigtails. Somehow Kasia
escaped their attention. They couldn’t recall whether she was upset or
depressed.

They saw an average woman. And Kasia didn’t want to be

average.
I can still see her leafing through her notebook nervously during the
Polish lessons. She just couldn’t wait to read her story. She knew that she was
the best writer in our class. When the teacher finally asked her to read, she
held her notebook proudly. She read slowly and loudly, with passion. And
we listened to her. Now I see it so clearly; then I was simply jealous. I did my
best to be a good writer too, but she was by far more talented than I was.
Writing came easy to her, maybe too easy. Apart from excellent stories, she
wrote poems as well. Everything she created seemed so effortless and so
right. I think that one of her poems was about flying. A woman is flying high
in the sky; she can touch the clouds which are soft, colourful and sweet. Were
they really sweet? I may be wrong; lately I’ve been all mixed up.
But I remember that the hotel rooms had very small balconies. Kasia
pushed her daughter first and then jumped herself. The glass roof scattered
into thousands of little pieces and Kasia and her daughter fell down onto the
beautiful, exotic, unnatural plants they had been admiring just a few hours
before. The winter garden was closed afterwards and it was never rebuilt.
Maybe no one had the courage to suggest it? Or maybe they simply didn’t
have the money? Now of course no one even remembers it. I forgot about it
too. I forgot Kasia. Only now has the memory of her returned to me and, for
the first time, I can see her in full light. When Kasia killed herself, she became
the target of gossip. The suicide caused an unhealthy sensation; it was written
up in all the newspapers. People talked about it in shops, in the market places
and at dinner parties. They made a madwoman out of her, an infanticide,
because she could have jumped alone. I’ve always found it surprising that
people lose interest in such stories so quickly. But maybe it’s for the best?
What can be said of Kasia anyway? All this is just pure speculation; nothing is
definite. It’s true, there are the yellowed pages from her notebooks, the
fragments of her poems which had been shoved into drawers a long time ago.
There are her words, thousands of words, in fact, but that’s all. Lately that
poem about flying has been haunting me, however. It tortures me and keeps
me awake at night; it just won’t leave me alone. I didn’t cry at Kasia’s funeral.
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I wish I could say that her death changed me, but it would be a lie as well. I
continued to live the same life: I got drunk, took care only of myself and
skimmed through life. Today I wonder if that lack of tears at Kasia’s funeral
meant anything. Even if it did, that’s of no significance now.

The Shape of Things
by Siobhan Staples
Evening crashes in too soon (again),
scattering unfinished tasks to choke
our cautious path towards an easy touch,
a moment of old laughter that gives reason.
Impetuous evening, so eager to be done, so
heedless of our stumbling in its wake that it
leaves us too late, too spent (again). And yet,
a breath before the deadweight drop, knees
fold soft to hollows of another,
a hand unfurling to touch,
to hold, as skin
finds heat
in skin
seeks
answer
in this

our question.
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Three Poems
by Mizzy Hussain
Don’t Marry Johnny Panic
Brahmacari Monica don't marry Johnny Panic
nor meet his trickster of a sister at the station.
She's the mistress orchestrator. O she's a
meesni one. She'll sew sequins and wax on a
duck-egg blue dress for you. She'll tell you
it's not the chicken season and you'll believe her.
She'll hide bones in the kebab and the grey
in her beard. Brahmacari Monica don't marry
Johnny Panic, don't shine his curly-toed shoes
or wash the jittery white turban he never
removes; they claim it patches up his low-volume
migraine, but if you look closer, it's a weatherbeaten bandage for a brow-beating brain. Brahmacari
Monica don't marry Johnny Panic. Take sequins
and wax and dress and go somewhere green.

Morning Comes in Weakly
Morning comes in weakly,
flopping on the bed,
pale and exhausted.
But you only just got up,
I croak.
It’s not as if you were up
all night.
I turn over,
and we dream of sleep.
The sleep of centuries.
15

Fingered the Silver
There you were always,
bagging pretty shillings;
fingering the silver always,
more polished than the
beggar. Applewood polish
that would shine on solid
tables; the scent of beeswax
still lingers, reminding me
of the plush insides of slow,
early morning taxi rides.
The headlines and column
inches declare: no trace of
whorls, or smudge of
evidence. Fingered the silver,
and polished the table too.
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Timeo Danaos
by Caroline Moir
If, on your way to Greece from Munich, you take the overnight Kalman Imre to
Budapest you will be told to lock the door of your sleeping car at Salzburg.
For it is there that you will be stolen from. Salzburg is full of thieves. Why
Salzburg and not any other town on the track? Mozart is all you know about
the place, and he doesn’t seem a thief to you, rather stolen from. Though you
could argue his talent is so great and appears so easy it has stolen possibility
from any later composer, in the same way that Shakespeare has stolen from
any English writer, and Nabokov has stolen from all writers. The person who
talks of thieving is the attendant, a woman, well-built, with short dark hair,
tall as a man. In jacket and trousers she is mannish and unsmiling.
You rock and roll under the starched cotton quilt cover and next
morning she smiles. The danger is passed. Or she is looking for the detritus of
her charges’ sojourn in Germany. Who knows, but you do not jettison your
euros, you will need them in Athens.
In fabled Keleti the travellers disperse. Your case following you like an
incubus you make your way to the toilets. You always seize the chance. A
man, stubble creased into his vast jowls, sits at the entrance, a stack of coins in
front of him. His friend smokes, talks. The man’s right hand makes you free
of the concrete amenities. You ascend the concrete steps to the iron-grey door.
It clangs behind you. In the next stall you hear a woman say to herself loudly,
‘Pah, c’est du Stalin’. She also came in this morning on the express.
Further down the platform two other men guard a scatter of second
hand books spread across a splintered trestle. Nothing else is open. Not the
international ticket office, not the regional office, not the buffet. You are the
only passengers in the station.
The crumbling concrete stairs leading to the underground don’t
appeal. It might be better to take a taxi. You know will be gypped, you
haven’t worked out the direction or the distance to your hotel, but, you argue,
it will be more interesting, you will see the city, which is true, and the reason
why you should always take a taxi. Or a bus.
Handed along the rank from driver to driver you reach the one who
has the special hotel rate. You pay twice, once for the ride and once for the cut
to the hotel. Of course.
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Slab after slab of stained concrete passes you cliffs of high rise in the
centre of a city. Finally you understand. This was a communist country. In a
short, a very short, time, the taxi enters the level of a dual carriageway way,
swings round a concrete island, turns at right angles, and parks in the
nineteenth century. Here is the hotel, you could have walked it. Days later,
catching the night train to Bucharest, you board the bus with homing
commuters. At Keleti they stream off and you follow. The semi-circle of the
station window is eternally blue and in front of the buffers men play chess.
Beneath the glass chandelier in the buffet there is tepid white wine, two
women light cigarettes, smile, and the crowded platforms take on the air of
party. But that is to come.
Through doors outlined in shining brass, it doesn’t matter how slow
they revolve, you are thrust, into the lobby. Guests in armchairs are
purposeless, click lighters, flick through papers. They are stranded. They have
spent three nights in Budapest, Bucharest, Trieste and have nothing more to
do. This year its volcanic ash, next year strikes, the year after financial crash.
They wait, immobile, for the call to the familiar. It is good news, hurry,
please, now the planes fly.
At the desk the welcome is cordial, more than the farewell will be.
When you leave, your attempts in Hungarian at congratulating the wonders
of Buda, your flattery of the marvels of Pest, will be remotely acknowledged,
because you are a lost cause. You didn’t tip the bell boy or the laundry lad
enough, or at all, brought your cases down in the lift and asked for the busstop. They wanted your forints, not your thanks.
Handprints bloom and fade up the polished stair rail to a perennially
empty vestibule of bucket chairs, small round tables. At the pot plant by the
lift prints by local artists retreat. You take three steps out of the old building
down into the new tunnel of doors that keep away intruders and fire. The bed
is anonymous, the pillows soft. Unless you choose, nothing can reach you
here, neither love nor disaster.
Hypnotised by the semi-sleep of the previous night you choose to dine
in under golden cornices and roses. One other couple also dines, but you take
little notice for the wine flattens your senses like rain on the sea. Afterwards
you stroll along the streets that flank the hotel. This one has a cafeteria, its
fluorescents draining the darkness. The other is lined with bookshops. The
titles in French, English, German and Russian make sense of the stall at Keleti.
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In the deep warmth of the leather sofa you have cognac, stare past the
raindrops on the plate glass window at the deserted road, observe the
camaraderie of the four women who sit, hair in chignons, eyes enamelled.
Jewels pulse on the ringed fingers that play studied cards and you think of
spies. Have they always played here? Your generation is the pretend
generation and in your heart you know your luck.
On the steps to sleep there is a man. His tie is wrestled down as far as
his third button. The red-head sprawls on his knee, her full breasts match her
thighs. She giggles as you appear.
Your tongue can no longer recall the Hungarian.
‘Pardon.’ You use the lingua franca of politeness.
She says, ‘Do you wish to join us?’
Were they in the dining room? On the train? Where are they going?
You do not want alcohol, you do not want to party.
‘Excuse, too tired, so sorry.’
You slide your card into the lock, at the green light press the heavy
handle, go in shut the door, secure.
Outside the woman giggles.
Shoes off, clothes off, and there is a rap.
Ignore.
Another. And another. She giggles and giggles, as if someone is
tickling her. The rapping insists.
You open the door.
Man and woman stand there, grinning, innocent, predatory. ‘Can we
come in?’
‘Timeo Daneos’. You have been taught to beware unsought gifts borne
to you by Greeks.
‘Wrong door’, you say.
What happens then, my friend?
This is where your story begins.
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Two Poems
by Michelle Waering
The Woman in the Sky
The logical moon faces me through the window,
her still reflection
in two panes on the cold linoleum floor.
There are people afraid to fall asleep
in case the moon explodes.
Others find sleep is useless against her,
this silver-coated funambulist;
her orbit stretched like a tightrope,
dissolving their windows.
Bold. Quiet as air.

The Last Curiosity Shop in Edinburgh Within Budget
It looks like he’s cleaned out
a hotel in Hong Kong or some themed lobby somewhere –
Maybe even here, the way some damned designers pretend.
Carved chairs — don’t like those backs:
alabaster ? smeared between the stems of roses.
Porcelain blue-bordered vases built to hold trees,
already zhooshed with half the flora in China.
Look –
a treasure:
rose wood — that warm unmistakable glow;
a full desk wide top with four drawers either side,
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a fortress for a writer –
If I had a car, if I had the room, if I had –
A putty-white crackle-glazed hippo with a bobbled snout
rear end doubled in a gilded mirror. For the garden.
Would it fit under my arm?
I’m in a hurry but
if I didn’t think the frost would destroy it –

Abandoned
by Andrea Stout
I pass an abandoned cap lying
on the path and think
of your
head your
face I can read
one but not the other
you tell me so
tell me come
run with me tomorrow
I want you
next to me next
time
I pass an abandoned cap lying
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Beyond
by G. W. Colkitto
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I am nothing
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things
I am here

and

here
beyond earth sky sea
me
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outwith

Screw the Nut
by Alan Bissett
An extract from the forthcoming novel, Pack Men
We roam through Manchester, a many-headed beast, the men knitting the
wool of the impending game with the needles of their chat: Kirk Broadfoot in
the centre of defence? Kris Boyd starting or sub? To Darcheville or not to
Darcheville? Rab and Jeff clack-clack-clack the possibilities while Frannie
explains for my benefit, ‘There’s a big hole in the midfield,’ making Bex and
Chaz glance at me as though to say, You don’t know this? The guys we pass
appreciate Wee Wife with winks and ‘awright darlings’ and she curtseys for
them until a thunderous look in Cage’s eye warns them off and he thuds
through the centre of them.

I cling to the edges of the conversation,

sometimes scratching out, ‘That’s who I’d play’ or ‘No, not him.’ Cage turns
his planetoid grunt towards me a couple of times and I fade down to mms
and reallys?
At one point, Frannie spots a policeman and the quip builds
momentum behind his mouth before he stoats up to the policeman and goes,
‘It’s The Bill!’ and tries out an acapaella version of the theme tune. Jeff and
Rab join in on backing synth, before the three of them improvise a funkypoliceman dance while the policeman looks on, caught between amusement
and weariness.
‘Very good,’ he applauds.
‘Bet ye get that aw the time,’ Frannie says.
‘But you thought you’d do it anyway.’
‘Aw a bittay fun, nay harm done,’ says Frannie, although I’ve heard
this from him before – always when I was on the wrong end of his mockery in
the back-seat of Belinda – and the subtext is usually: Aw a bittay fun, many
years of psychological damage done.
‘You boys going to behave yourselves today?’ says the policeman,
folding his arms.
Frannie feigns reeling backwards as though shot. ‘Whoah. We’ve no
even done anythin yet!’
‘Yet?’ says the policeman.
Cage steps forwards, and there’s just a slight tightening of the
policeman’s gaze as Cage blocks out the sun. ‘Hey, c’mon, pal, that’s no fair.
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We’re guests in yer city. It’s your country that’s had the hooligan problem, no
oors.’
The policeman holds up his hands and says, ‘That’s okay then,
gentlemen. We’ll get along just fine.’
Cage frowns and turns away, magnetically pulling us up the street
with him. ‘Nice tay ken we’re welcome.’
‘But we’re no welcome,’ I say.
Cage stops and looks at me. Everyone else stops too, as though on his
silent command.
‘They telt us not tay come unless we had tickets,’ I say, then add, ‘I
mean, it’s their city.’
Cage cocks his head, all the better to bore his gaze into me. ‘Well, whit
are you daein here then?’
Even Frannie sniggers at that one.
‘Least they could show us is some courtesy,’ Cage tuts. He looks at me
long enough for me to know that what he actually means is: it’s the least you
could show me as well. Then he stomps onwards, swigging from a bottle of
Strongbow, and I drift into his general slipstream, as the Imperial Destroyer
of him navigates a way through the asteroid field of Rangers fans crashing
about the streets.
I find myself just behind Wee Wife, her short, thick-legged walk.
Spontaneously, she does a dance, a hop-skip, and I can see her as a lassie,
forty years ago, on her way to school. As though aware I’m watching, she
turns to me and sings
roll up

roll up for the mystery tour

roll up

roll up for the mystery tour

then lifts her can of Special Brew to me.
‘No thanks,’ I say, my hand cutting the air, ‘I don’t really drink.’
‘Hoo! Whit? Ye don’t really drink? Hear that everybody?’ she shouts,
and Jez, Frannie and Bex turn, ‘The laddie “doesnay really drink”.’
‘Oh he drinks awright,’ Frannie chortles, nonchalantly high-fiving
another complete stranger, ‘I’ve seen that boy drink a bottle ay whisky and
look neither up nor doon.’
Bex holds out a Becks, his nickname immediately making sense.
‘There ye go, mate, on the hoose. Fire in.’
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‘No thank you,’ I say.
‘No thank you,’ he repeats, amused, ‘Sortay answer’s that?’
I’ve realised the strategic mistake in not drinking: I’m a target. Not
drinking suggests crap in a fight which means taking the heaviest shower of
abuse when an electrical storm of banter builds up among the group.
‘I’m not a drinker,’ I explain, ‘Bad experiences.’
‘Aye, we’ve aw had bad experiences,’ Bex laughs, ‘That’s the fun! Ye a
poof likes?’
‘I’d just rather not.’
‘Whit, is it the company?’ says Bex, drawing closer to me, ‘We no good
enough or somethin?’
‘Not at all,’ I say evenly.
Bodies stream past us through the streets, trailing songs and scarves.
We are just one tiny drama among thousands of them here. Bex holds the
beer out to me. ‘Well fuckin join in then.’
Frannie’s watching this exchange, and I can tell he’s secretly hoping
Bex will win it. He doesn’t know what Dolby knows and has always been
uncomfortable every time I refuse a drink in his company. But he can see that
Bex is walking a fine line with me, is actually dancing along it, and I go back a
lot longer with him than Bex does.
Things are tightening.
‘C’mon,’ says Bex, waving the head of the bottle at me again, ‘A
Scotsman who disnay take a drink? That says poof tay me likes.’
‘Well,’ I say, feeling my teeth clench, ‘Maybe that’s the problem with
our country.’
‘Poofs?’ goes Bex, declaiming to the rest of the group, and there’s a
smattering of laughter, ‘Aye, ye’re no wrong there!’
‘Look, fuck off, mate.’
Bex’s gaze flickers before he hurls it at me and says, ‘Whit’s that?’
‘I’m no wantin a drink,’ I say and stare directly at him, and a thousand
pissheads from a thousands nights are squaring up to me and here we go: the
predicatability of it. Adrenaline goes all Formula One in my system.
‘Oh,’ says Bex, legs becoming sprightly, ‘Oh. Ye wantay go likes?’
‘Haw,’ says Frannie, his hand on Bex’s chest, ‘Keep the heid, pal.’
Bex starts dancing on the end of Frannie’s hand. ‘You’d better tell your
mate tay stop fuckin eyeballing me.’
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I’m staring at him, faint smile on my lips that he doesn’t know is
nerves, and folding my arms. In my second year at Stirling Uni I worked
behind the bar in the union. First week on the job I phoned Brian the Mann
for advice. He’d been serving in Smith’s since he was eighteen. I could
almost hear the pride crackling on the line – the Chipmunk become one of his
very own – as his voice becomes that of Bryan Brown’s talking to Tom Cruise
in Cocktail: Oh my son, my rebellious son. ‘Stand yer ground, mate,’ he once telt
me, ‘Ye dinnay go for them, but ye dinnay retreat. It confuses them. Be solid
and look them in the eye, cos the second you break eye contact ye’ve lost.’
‘He’s still daein it,’ says Bex, an arm flapping up and down, ‘Don’t you
fuckin stare at me, ya cunt.’
I’m quivering inside but I won’t break eye contact. It’s freaking him
out. He’s making a lot of noise, but he’s not advancing. Frannie has his
hands on Bex’s shoulders trying to imprint calm into them, while Bex jabs a
finger in my direction. ‘Tell him tay stop fuckin lookin at me like that!’
Then Wee Wife is somehow placing herself between Frannie and Bex,
throwing her words up into his face. ‘You leave the laddie alane. Aw he says
wis he wasnay wantin a drink and you start on him? Whaur’s yer fuckin
manners?’
Bex’s shoulders relax and he bunches his lips, but the adrenaline still
makes shapes with his limbs. ‘Awright, Chrissie, awright,’ he goes, holding
up hs hands, ‘Aw I wis sayin wis on a day like this he should be joinin in the
perty eh?’
‘Ye called him a poof,’ she says, finger holding him to account, ‘The
laddie doesnay know ye, and ye called him a poof.’
‘Aye, but I was just jokin wi the boy,’ he says, and steps forwards hand
oustretched. I shake it, but he gives it a squeeze, inevitably. I squeeze back.
‘Nothin meant by it, pal, awright?’ He squeezes it again, places his other
hand atop it.
‘Nae problem, mate,’ I say, but let him end the handshake.
Cage and Dolby, realising something’s happened, have turned and are
ambling back towards us. Dolby’s frowning, reading the scene, little Jack is
oblivious, still glancing around warily at the forest of adults, and Cage has the
curious eyes of someone who’s discovered a card sharp in a casino. ‘Whit’s
goin on here?’
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‘Put a muzzle on yer boy,’ says Wee Wife, pointing towards Bex,
whose gaze is lowered like a plaintiff in court, ‘He just fuckin started on
Frannie’s wee pal there for nay reason. Nay reason at aw.’
‘Ho, you,’ says Cage to Bex, ‘Behave yersel.’
Bex’s shoulders sink as the full weight of the law descends upon him.
‘Listen, Cage, I says sorry, awright?’
‘We’re doon here for a Rangers gemme,’ says Cage with quiet wrath.
‘No tay start bother wi other bluenoses.’ Cage turns his gaze to me, his neck
grinding stonily, ‘Even if they are wearin a stupit fuckin Captain America tshirt.’
Wee Wife cackles and slaps me right on the centre of it, ‘Aye he’s got
ye there eh? A fuckin superhero t-shirt! Come on, son, screw the nut.’
Cage turns back round and heads up the street again, and Dolby’s
staring quizzically at me as if to say fuck was all that about? and I shrug and we
all start walking again, the moment unravelling in a dozen different
directions in my head.
Wee Wife pats my arm. ‘Worked in a bar for twenty years, son,’ she
says, ‘I ken the score.’ She mimes a drink problem: the raised jar, the buckled
legs. ‘If you dinnay wantay take a drink the day, you dinnay take wan.’ Then
she walks on, sprightly, as though she’s on her way to the circus. Frannie
stares at the fat number 8 writhing on her back.
‘Alvin, dinnay get involved wi her,’ he whispers, ‘No wi Chrissie.’
‘She seems awright.’
‘Aye, she is. That’s the problem. She’s in the Welly drinkin from
about one every day since she lost her job. Just sits at the bar trying tae get
folk tae “play” wi her. She’s like ivy. Clings tae ye and ye cannay get her aff.’
‘Ach, she’s harmless. Backed me up there, didn’t she?’
‘Mate,’ Frannie says, arm reaching round my shoulder. I can smell the
Stella on his breath. ‘Aw them books at that uni and ye still cannay see whit
just happened?’
‘Enlighten me.’
‘Chrissie’s the wan who starts laughin at ye for no havin a drink, but
Bex is the wan hauled up for it?’
I turn the ignition key of the incident again – me refusing drink – but
can’t find the biting point of who said what and when, and the memory stalls.
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‘She can turn-’ Frannie clicks his fingers ‘-like that.’ He nods at me and
there’s a heaviness in his eyes. ‘But she’s obviously no the only wan, eh?
Thought for a second there ye were gonnay deck that cunt.’
‘He’d have deserved it.’
Frannie weighs this, sniffs. ‘Mibbe so. But that’s no the Alvin that I
mind ay from Falkirk. You wouldnay say boo tay a goose back then.’
‘That,’ I remind him, looking up at the sky, its pale blue emptiness, as
Manchester erupts around us, ‘Was a long time ago in a galaxy far far away.’
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An Argument about Discovery
by Kathrine Sowerby
An Extraordinary Collection
It has been said
two elderly men
laid out
end to end
fill every cupboard
in some sense
Love and paper
the monumental
far-reaching foundation
laid bare
literally
Witnesses to the range
of human beings
the final separation
of loved ones
to the laws of
colourful history
from the dawn of urges
to forever

From Darkness
Before returning to a landscape
more shadowy than darkness
just a hundred pages or so
to read
It was written for power
imagined indispensable
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one big idea
A world
from observation and idealism
the images float mournfully
ignored
or crushed
everyone can recognise
remedies are too late

Giant Words
In the same building
unaltered imaginations
glow
Ideals
the equivalent
of common land
we visit
as often as we like
in the sense of
museums
Largely in private
local boundaries
unleashed for conflict
and chaos
The presence of shadows
hints
cultivated tranquillity
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Of Depth
This witnessed image
discovered without machinery
the depth continually meaningful
focussed
The exact location
more complicated
the same distance
closer than the other
Some wallpaper
a repeated pattern
staring at a wall
Covered
in experience
which seems
to have depth

Internal Architecture
Penetrating the last word
in those
demanding mountains
Knowledge slipped
and fell
along a difficult path
A clump of mushrooms
the deepest host
to inspiration
mapping a sexual discovery
under
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the floorboards
Suddenly cold
the white heat
of revolution
makes us blush

Why Run?
The room burst
concluding, articulating
movement
Disappearing glass ceilings
the support collapsed
something dramatic had to happen
Running, staggering
behind the curtain
different things
Despite reluctant volumes
of stone
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Dickit
by Katy McAulay
They called him Dickit. It was said behind his back, and occasionally, in the
case of Sean Paulson – a particularly persistent source of trouble – it was said
in front of his entire GCSE class.
“Here, Dickit. Can I go to the loo?”
“What did you call me?”
“Birkett. Sorry, Mr Birkett. Can I go to the loo? I’m bursting.”
I will not run from this room. I will not toss this textbook aside and jump from
the nearest window.
“No Sean. You visit the toilet in almost every history period. Perhaps
you can train your bladder to last until lunch break.”
“I’ll try.”
“You do that.”
“But what if I make a mess on the seat, though?”
“All right Sean, that’s enough.”
“Sorry Mr Birkett. Just wanted to warn you.”
Bastard. If you weren’t about a foot taller than me and built like a tank and
every member of the bastarding PTA wouldn’t rain the law suits down on my back I
would be across that desk and throttling you with your own scabby tie.
It was Friday, and now that the traditional pub visit with the other
teachers was over – his little celebration that he’d managed to make it
through another week – the weekend yawned in front of Archie. In the pale
glow of the bus shelter he fingered the pack of cigarettes in his pocket and
snuffled the evening air, considering the possibilities for a pre-bus smoke.
If there was one thing he was good at, it was smoking. Smoking
miserably. Smoking moodily. Smoking to stave off boredom. Smoking for
something to do when he was feeling embarrassed. He was a pro, even took a
perverse pleasure in sticking out the worst weather Manchester could throw
at him while he slouched in the measly excuses for smoking shelters that
existed just outside the hum and jostle of the city’s pubs. Some of the shelters
had only a roof, making them rather effective wind tunnels, and some were
made of a mixture of coloured and see-through plastic: reincarnated Wendy
houses. Anyway, it was a fuck you to the cold, and to the wet, and to all those
smokers who had suddenly forgotten how they used to savour that first fag of
the day and were now tossing away the packets and the lighters and drinking
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fruit tea, trying to claim they thought the habit was disgusting.
He had arrived at the stop at six forty-five, the bus being due at six fortyseven, but it was now almost seven o’clock, which made it possible that the
six forty-seven had arrived early. The next bus wasn’t due for another twentythree minutes, which was a long time to wait without the comfort of a smoke,
but then again, lighting up would probably guarantee the materialization of
the original bus, resulting in the needless waste of half of his third-to-last
cigarette and Archie wasn’t sure if he was willing to take that risk.
He rocked on his heels, feeling the edge of the pack once again. The
clouds threatened rain, a trace of spit in the wind and a scowl beginning on
his face because he loathed this journey home: the bus moving with the
apparent speed of continental drift through the city traffic and any nutter that
got on immediately targeting him as a seat-buddy. He brought out the pack;
had a look inside to check that he hadn’t miscounted.
There were three in the bed and the little one said…Ah, yes. Still only three.
He peered at the cigarettes in his hand, still undecided, and scrubbed
at his beard. The beard wasn’t a particularly impressive one and sometimes,
like now, it itched, but it was his way of distinguishing himself from the
pupils, some of them less than five years younger than him and well aware of
it. It was patchy at best, a nondescript colour, but it was all he had.
Here was the bus. He stuffed the cigarettes back in his pocket and felt for
his change. There was a seat next to a middle-aged woman and he slid into it,
felt in his bag for his book.
I bet some of the teachers call me Dickit too. In the staffroom, when I’m not
there. In the pub now that I’ve left. Stephen Pettigrew, for one. And the whole of the
PE department.
He didn’t notice Paulson and Dove – one of Paulson’s more threatening
cronies – get on the bus, but a couple of blocks from his stop he caught sight
of Dove’s favourite hat in a jumble of heads near the driver’s cab, and the sly
grin under it meant they had clocked him too.
Great. What are they doing here? Is this their bus? What I don’t want, what
would be really fucking bad, would be if they got off at my stop. I don’t want them
seeing where I live. Bad news, having a pair like that knowing how to find me.
The woman on the seat in front was having a loud conversation on her
mobile. Archie watched her use her free hand to smooth down her hair as she
spoke.
“First there was the depression,” she was saying, “and then you lost
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your job, and then there was your dad and that time with the…”
Archie reached up to press the bell, but stayed in his seat looking at his
reflection in the bus window until the last possible minute.
“All I’m saying is,” the woman continued, “it’s not that surprising that
I don’t want to marry you.”
The bus stopped and a few people extricated themselves from the
jutting arms and protruding handbags of the other passengers. He watched
them do it, supposedly indifferent, but just before the doors sighed shut,
sealing him inside, he jumped to his feet and scuttled towards the exit after
them, his head down.
Paulson and Dove were standing on the pavement, as if waiting for
him.
“Hello Mr Birkett,” said Paulson.
“Shouldn’t it be Mr MacBirkett?” Dove asked, smirking at Paulson.
“He’s like Scottish, ain’t he?” He turned to Archie. “You’re Scottish, ain’t you
sir?”
“Hello boys. Mr Birkett would be fine.” Archie coughed a few times
while the bus pulled away, leaving him stranded.
Oh great. This is just the worst, this is absolutely the worst thing that could
have happened.
“But you are Scottish, ain’t you?”
“The Scottish are all prats,” confirmed Paulson.
“That’s enough, now” said Archie, but his voice sounded weak, even
to him. “Bit late for you to be leaving school, isn’t it?”
Paulson spat into the gutter. “Actually Mr Birkett, we had detention.”
“I see,” Archie tried to nod sympathetically. “Well,” he said, stuffing
his hands in his pockets, “I’d better be. You know. Bye.”
He made a quick manoeuvre to cross the street before the boys could
say anything more and only risked a look back once he was safely on the
other side. The two were leaning against a boarded up record shop, watching
him. He pulled up his collar, sufficiently distracted so that he barely
registered a girl who approached him out of the gathering dark.
“Got a light?” she said. She was young; pretty in a defiant sort of way.
“What? No, sorry love,” said Archie.
It’s okay, no need to worry, just walk away, they’re not following you.
Two men appeared beside him now: strangers. “C’mon love,” the girl
said. “I just want a light.”
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“I don’t have one, I’m sorry.” Archie tried to step aside but even as he
did it, a prickle of awareness spidered across his shoulder blades.
He half-turned, but not in time to see the first blow, just a rush of air
and then he stumbled against a litterbin, winded and feeling like he’d been
tipped upwards. A fist smacked into his face and his neck twanged as he
waited for the pain to shudder through his jaw.
Oh my god what is this I can’t see who these people are I should fight back I
should absolutely not fight back there was a girl why are they oh god this is a fucking
On the cold pavement with blood in his mouth and the strangers on him,
so eager.
“Hold him!”
“Get his feet!”
I can’t see I can’t see I can’t oh god I’m bleeding what are they
One digging in his pockets and the other smashing into his side, and
across the street he could see Paulson and Dove leaning against the record
shop, watching him being useless and scared and beaten. A foot stamped
repeatedly on his arm, leaving a mark that rose ugly with pain and Archie
tried to curl into a ball.
stop it stop it my arm my fucking arm I haven’t tried to it hurts this cold I need
to not have them see me not fighting in this why are they why are they oh god I’m
weeping I’m actually weeping and they can see
His jacket ripped and his elbow cracked off something that felt like metal
and his pockets were empty and he saw one of the attackers raise his foot
ready to batter down into his fragile ribs and he saw the pattern on the sole of
the boot and he tried to put his injured arm out to ward off the blow and
something clawed at his face and that is when Sean Paulson cracked the
attacker in the head with a huge fist and hauled him off.
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Two Poems
by Mairi McCloud
Spring Evening
leaves scuttle
like furtive crabs,
objects bang
in the yard below
someone
someone
is rattling the window
and the sound of footsteps
seems everywhere
in the hall
in the yard
on the street
as though the ghosts come out
when the wind blows.

Not Amazing, but Useful
I always run past the empty places
when it is still dark, on my way to work.
The Victorian block of flats, lovely and creamy facade with nothing inside,
and the lonely red church for sale.
There aren’t many to be met at 6:30 in the morning, but sometimes I say hello,
as though I live in a small town, and not a large city.
There is a coziness here,
like the little round subway
that only goes so far
before coming back again, like a boomerang.
Just one circle, in the heart of the city, on both sides of the river.
With names like St Enoch and Cowcaddens
along the way.
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Sometimes I wonder why,
though I never feel like a stranger here.
I hear a ringing of bells
and a clamor of birds.
And sometimes the wind smells like the sea.

Heelan’ Coo
by Mark Fraser
The wet cobblestones of Ashton Lane,
With their hollow tone,
Smiled in vain, as a walnut brown
Highland cow clip-clopped its hooves
Along its shimmering
Well beaten thoroughfare.
Such a bizarre sight had gathered admirers,
As the bewildered beast beset upon
This moist and unknown stony territory.
Cameras at the ready, onlookers captured the moment,
Doing so in defiance of the man that held the other end
Of the rope around its nose, who said, “No pictures please.”
From around the corner came another
This time smaller and blacker in colour
(Hornless and lead by a female too).
The assembled masses “Aw”ed
When the coo passed and nuzzled its comrade
(Perhaps from affection, perhaps in trepidation)
But were puzzled
As calf and coo
Were lead into a restaurant, and one mirthful man mused “Ah hope thur no
Gonnae eat them in there.”
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Depilation
by Kirsty Neary
Winter 2010
The plate glass doors whispered shut, closing Lara into the reception area.
Her escort – the office was impossible to find without prior knowledge, and
chauffeur service was included in the price – sat her down with a silent smile,
casting a hand in the direction of a side table laden with sparkling mineral
water and a carafe of fine coffee. He then disappeared through a curtained
door behind a teak reception desk the size of Lara’s bed. Murmurings were
heard, choice syllables dispensed in measured droplets in the interests of
preserving the silence.
Lara took the time to take a look around Voran’s office. Testimonials
papered the walls in the form of glossy magazine shoots in frames: women’s
smiles stretched wider, legs smoothed longer, sleeker, than even digital
manipulation could account for. Draped over trend-bar couches, circular
waterbeds, animal skin rugs or car hoods, bodies contorted into such
positions striving to highlight every inch of bare skin, a cinematic surroundsound of the flesh. Spurning both the coffee and the miniature leather suitette,
Lara circled the room, running her hands over polished teak sideboards,
dressers and dados as flawlessly slick as she herself would soon be; fingering
carefully chosen knick-knacks comprised of black glass, white marble and
chrome, which, although of no discernable human shape, did seem to suggest
an opening-up of possibilities for sculpture, for certain rearrangements. The
only other major feature in the room was the massive desk, which seemed
oddly free from the habitual clutter of so many of its like – the lack of a
computer in particular struck her as odd, although it did correlate with her
inability to find anything about Voran or his services online. No papers, no
desk lamp, no appointments diary, nothing but an old-fashioned dial
telephone in black Bakelite, whose heavy handle looked as though it would
make quite the weapon in the aftermath of a less than pleasant call. A phone
to be slammed, and yet Voran hadn’t – Lara wriggled around in her skin at the
prospect of being recognised as the VIP she knew she really must be. He
could tell from her voice, she had something, Voran had said. She’d always
known this to be true, and yet, hearing it from the likes of Caitlin and Tony
hadn’t made the slightest impact until now, coming from a strange man, an
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expert in his field.
Lara was still staring deep into a shot of a woman in a pale peach satin
nightdress when the door behind the desk glided open. Her escort smiled,
nodded, soundlessly swept a hand in the direction of the room he’d just left,
then made his way back out into the hall. Lara was nowhere near as nervous
as she might have been approaching any other revered inner sanctum. She
waited for no call to enter, but took the wave as an invite, pressing her toes
deep into the carpet on the other side of the door.
‘Welcome, Lara,’ came the voice from the phone. ‘Close the door over,
would you? Then do, please, come in and sit down.’
The room was an almost perfect representation of the one she’d just
left, save for the presence of two chairs, one behind and one before the desk.
Instead of a back wall, there was a pair of long, thick damask curtains in a
deep shade of carmine, pulled over pantheon-tight. Voran stood at the
parting of the curtains, holding one edge in each hand. Lara found herself
bowing her head as she would to a state dignitary: the room demanded it.
The room, its rosy light and sleek lines, its spare but solid furnishings, its
previous customers arranged along the wall like the Stations of the Cross; the
tall man in the suit whose hue, though matching the curtains, served only to
heighten his stature by virtue of his association with whatever lay behind. A
pale hand waved Lara toward a black leather chair.
‘Please,’ he said again, ‘This won’t take long. I just wanted to speak
with you in person before we get down to business.’
Lara did so, taking a measure of the man himself. It was impossible to
place his age: stark black brows and sparrow-sharp eyes encapsulated as
much wisdom as wicked youth, but served only to further complicate the lack
of clues afforded by the rest of his face. She shouldn’t have been so surprised
that Voran was completely and utterly hairless: neck, chin, cheeks, scalp all
total blanks of pale and perfect flesh. Even the hand held out for her to shake
had not the slightest stray follicle. Not only was Voran completely bald, there
seemed no clue whatsoever that there had ever been hair there in the first
place: no dark pits indicating a recent removal or threat of re-growth, no roots
from which a hair had been shaved or plucked. It was quite the spectacle, the
way the light in the room caught Voran’s skin; no obscene white flashes of
light bouncing off in fluorescent sunflower petals, no; instead his head
gathered peachy pink light to it in a womblike glow, cashmere soft and babysmooth. Lara wanted to reach out and touch it.
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‘I see you’ve been looking at my work,’ he said, the corner of his
mouth slipping up into a sly half-grin. Strange lips, Lara noticed; although
outlined from the rest of his face by a slight deepening of colour, there
seemed none of the accordion cracks found in the lips of every other human
being. Lara imagined he’d have routines of ablution far more complex – and
expensive – than her own, to give his mouth such a faultless petal down.
‘Yes...I mean, these are all your customers, right?’ she asked, casting
her hand about the wall hangings. Voran laughed; a clatter of pebbles down a
length of steel piping.
‘Yes, but I meant, well...’ He inclined his head forward, turning this
way and that. ‘Myself. My own work also. You can touch it if you like, don’t
be shy.’
Conventional behaviour had no place here; neither did embarrassment.
Lara reached out and spread her hand across the man’s skull cap. Caitlin had
had no idea what she was talking about: there was no plastic squeak here, no;
Voran’s skull was smooth, yes, but soft in the manner of flesh cloaked under
the finest of luxury fabrics; it was like a handful of satin or velvet still warm
from the heat of a body. Lara chuckled. It was like stroking a pet. Voran was a
lucky man indeed, to have such a soft touch under his hands each and any
time he clutched his head in puzzlement or frustration.
‘Nice,’ she said, for want of a word worthy of the experience. Voran
laughed again and drew his head back.
‘You’ve passed the second test,’ he said. ‘The phone call is just the
beginning. You’d be surprised how many women – famous women, too –
who’ll manage to get all the way up here only to be turned away because they
were too embarrassed to touch my head!’
‘Test?’ Lara was nervous, now. She ran through the phone call in her
head, trying to remember if she’d made any promises she couldn’t keep, any
claims to fame or fortune to which she’d no right. Voran flipped the question
off the back of his hand, shrugging.
‘Don’t worry about a thing, Lara, you wouldn’t have made it this far if
you weren’t my kind of customer. But as you’ll probably imagine, my services
are very much in demand. I can’t offer this kind of soft touch to just anyone,
eh?’
‘No ... no, I suppose not, but – ’
‘You’ll be wanting to get down to business, eh?’
‘Well – ’
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‘ – you see, the reason this is all a lot more complicated than you’re
probably used to comes down to the simple fact that I don’t just have a
business to run, I have a product to protect. Have you ever had, say, a spray
tan?’
Of course she had. Lara looked down at the bare flash of ankle peeking
out from under the hem of her trousers. She’d fallen behind; she’d had a
deep-root hair appointment the day of her regular bronzing. She hoped he
didn’t notice.
‘Uh-huh.’
‘Cracking idea. Splendid. Quick, easy, even application, none of that
messing around with pots and brushes and gloves, getting your clothes and
sheets and shower cabinet all dirty. Yes?’
‘Yes.’
‘Well, that was the brainchild of someone with an idea. Something a
little bit special, for special ladies like yourself. It should have stayed that
way, too. Special. Secret. Something to mark out those in the know from those
who were, well...let’s just say there are certain rights afforded to a certain type
of woman. There’s got to be difference in this world of ours, Lara! Got to be a
means of telling the difference between the workaday and the extraordinary.
Those spray tans, when they first came about, were a marvellous means of
marking out those exceptional women. Just one way, I’ll grant you, but you
get where I’m coming from. You could look at a woman with a glorious tan
and just know she was a woman of distinction. But...then what happened?’
Lara knew where he was going with this. It was making her
exceedingly uncomfortable.
‘Um ...’
‘All of a sudden, they were everywhere, weren’t they? Cropping up in
malls and supermarkets, airports and video shops! Everyone with a crisp
twenty pound note could get in about this brand new thing, this must have,
shouted out in women’s magazine and online adverts until all these beautiful
women who’d started it off had to join a queue to get what they, and only they,
deserved! I don’t need to tell you that it took that distinction right out of the
treatment. The same way you can’t walk down any high street without seeing
a hundred hideous women wearing a hundred hideous versions of creations
that had been exquisite, that would have remained so, if they’d been kept to
the catwalk and out of the shops. Do you see where I’m going with this? It’s
so, so very important to me that the women I deal with are of a breed still
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clinging onto that specialness, to how important it is to stand out from the
crowd. You’re one of them, Lara, I could tell just from your voice. But if
you’re going to be joining an esteemed list of the likes of the women I have up
on my walls, discretion is going to have to be key. Do you understand?’
‘Yes. Yes. I won’t say a word.’
‘You must understand, Lara...my methods aren’t just revolutionary,
they’re beyond methods that would cross the minds of even the most
heightened scientific genius. If the slightest hint slips out as to what I do back
there,’ Voran jabbed a thumb in the direction of the curtain, ‘the game’s up.
It’s all destroyed. I’d rather tear the whole place down than have to see my
work on the faces and bodies of every other woman on the street. So to that
end...’
He reached down to his feet and opened a drawer in the desk. He
spread a paper in front of Lara and handed her a heavy Parker pen.
‘This contract does two things. It’s your commitment to handing
yourself over to me, taking all responsibility for any consequences or side
effects (of which there are none as yet recorded, so don’t worry). It’s also a
binding agreement preventing you from speaking, writing, even thinking of
this place or what happens in here ever again. Since the treatment is
permanent, you won’t be coming back, anyway, but I need you to sign to the
effect that, for all intents and purposes, this place does not exist after you
have left here this afternoon.’
Lara looked over the contract; it didn’t say much else other than what
Voran had just spoken aloud. She was always wary about being handed such
pieces of paper, clotted invariably with jargon she didn’t understand, but all
Voran seemed to be looking for was word she’d keep her mouth shut. He
didn’t even need a contract, she supposed; she wasn’t about to go telling her
friends just how she’d gotten so gorgeous. They’d all run out and do the same
thing, leaving her no longer looking so gorgeous by comparison. But still,
there were questions.
‘Um...what, exactly, is the treatment like? What are you going to be
doing with me? Will it hurt?’
‘Not a bit. Not just painless, it’s an absolute pleasure. But I can’t tell
you more until you’ve signed.’
Lara looked at the curtain, glanced back toward the door, then at
Voran. He didn’t look too concerned as to whether Lara would be going
through with it or not. She ran a finger along her forearm, flinching from the
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micro-millimetre grazes of hair re-growth. She could have the texture of
Voran’s scalp all over her body, for good. There was no question. She signed
the paper and passed it back over. Voran smiled, nodded, folded the contract
into his drawer. Making a steeple of his fingertips, he leaned his elbows on
the desk and looked Lara straight in the eye.
‘You’ve made the right decision, Lara. Although I don’t suppose you’re
stupid enough to have done anything else. Now. Let’s get down to business,
shall we?’
Lara nodded. Voran reached down into another drawer and withdrew
a handful of items. Clattered first against the desk was a shiny steel tray; then
a kidney-shaped dish; then a handful of Egyptian cotton napkins. Lara
cleared her throat.
‘Um...what’s...’
‘It’s part of the treatment,’ said Voran, placing a syringe with a needle
of wicked length on top of the napkins, along with a crystal bottle of clear
liquid. ‘Don’t worry, it won’t hurt.’
‘But I’m not a fan of...I don’t like needles, I –‘
Voran frowned. ‘You’ve signed the contract, Lara – you’ve placed your
treatment in my hands. It’s necessary, it won’t hurt, and if you’re in this, you
have to trust me. I know what I’m doing.’
Lara was silent. Just a needle, that was all. Voran was the expert. She
nodded.
‘I’ll need your bare arm. One tiny prick, then it’s over. Next thing you
know, you’ll be one of my peach-perfect girls. Looking and feeling as special
as you are.’
A VIP. She was a VIP. She held out her arm.
One Week Later
Lara couldn’t sit still. She circled the room, at first enjoying, then
puzzled by, the free play of air on her skin. She looked good, didn’t she? Like
the magazines. Better than the magazines: right there to reach out and touch.
Tony had some nerve, walking out like that. Superficial? Better than sloppy.
Right?
She needed a drink. The thump of the bottle onto the counter didn’t
seem loud enough for all the rage she wanted to channel. So angry she could
barely see straight, she struggled with the foil wrapping on top of the bottle;
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the end of the corkscrew failing to catch again and again.
Tony had made it as far as the flyover before changing his mind. They
could talk about this. He just had to find the right words to explain what he
was talking about. He paused in the garden, watching Lara framed in the
kitchen window, and smiled at the sight of her struggling with the corkscrew.
One of those little things she’s miss having him around to help out with. He
held back a little, just to watch.
Lara stuck the bottle under her arm and went at the foil with a knife.
Slickness of glass, slickness of metal, slickness of skin didn’t do much for her
grip: the knife slipped in her hands and tore a deep gash in the flesh of her
upper arm. Outside, Tony cursed and lurched up the front step: that had
looked like a bad one.
The wine bottle slipped from her arm and smashed on the tile,
splashing her legs with berry-bright claret. She stared at her arm, awaiting the
sure flow of blood. Instead, the rent parted further, wider, under great
pressure from something on the inside. Something that was not blood. When
Lara saw what was spilling out from under her flesh, she tried for a scream
and emitted a rustle. As Tony struggled with his key in the darkness outside,
Lara toppled to the floor, hands palming her arms, cupping her shoulders,
trying to keep something in.
Even years later, Tony could not be brought to speak of what he saw;
wasn’t sure whether the incident hadn’t driven him a little insane. He finally
burst into the kitchen, and, mistaking the claret for blood, leapt to the aid of
the prone figure on the tile. Mingling with the wine was something else,
though, something with texture. Lara’s initial injury was furthered with
fingernail tears rent in the flesh of her shoulders and neck. From every
aperture spilled no blood, but all manner of hairs, as though from knife tears
in an old mattress: long short, thick , fine, all colours from fine blonde to
pubic black. It was endless, flooding out in a puddle around Lara with all the
volume and urgency of the fluid which it had replaced. Lara’s eyes were
losing focus, their gloss replaced with a crinkling of cling film. She tried to
speak, but spat only fur balls. Tony tried to gather her in his arms, to clear her
throat, to keep her from fading, but as he did so, the very skin of her split like
a burst balloon, her body unzipping itself. He looked down at his hands,
arms, mouth open, eyes wide, as his girlfriend drifted to the floor by the
handful. By the time it was all over, all that was left of Lara was a negligee, a
few scraps of latex and a veritable haystack of depilated bodily hair.
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One Consonant, Five Vowels, Zero Gravity
by Anneliese Mackintosh
dedicated to the astronaut Michael Collins
What I Did at the Wekend by Jonny Walker aegd 8½
At the weekend I went on holliday.
To space. In a spaseship.
When we getted there I walked arond on the moon. It was the hapiest day of
my life.
Not everything Jonny Walker writes in his exercise book is true. Quite a lot of
the time it is lies. But not this time - not all of it is lies. Last weekend Jonny
Walker did go to the moon. That part is true.

It all started when Pop won a competition in the TV Times. The prize was a
trip to the moon in the Virgin Galactic XZ-X-ZZX. Mom said it was the only
good thing to have come from Pop watching so much telly. When Jonny
found out, he ran around in circles for a whole day. The furthest he had ever
gone before was Bristol. This was going to be the biggest thing Jonny Walker
had ever done.
On Saturday morning, on the way to the spaceport, Jonny stared hard
into the sky. He wondered: Will it be cold up there? Is it true that the moon is
made of cheese? What kind of cheese? Because I don’t like Edam. But also,
most important of all, if someone on earth looks up at the moon tonight, will
they see me? Should I wave, just in case?
Mom and Pop grumped at each other all the way there, as usual.
‘Did I pack my glasses, Keith?’
‘Yes, Ange,’
‘Tissues?’
‘Yes, Ange.’
‘What about suntan lotion?’
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‘Don’t need it, Ange.’
‘What else?’
‘I’m trying to watch a DVD, Ange.’
‘While I’m driving.’
‘Yes, Ange.’
Then, all of a sudden, Mom and Pop stopped grumping. They had
arrived at the spaceport. It was ginormous. Like an airport but about a
gazillion times bigger. Jonny squealed.
In front of the building, were three big signs: ZONE A, ZONE B and
ZONE D. Jonny wondered where ZONE C was. Maybe ZONE C was in
space.
‘Right, Keith, which zone do we need?’
‘Dunno, Ange,’
‘Keith!’
‘Ange.’
Jonny sat back in his seat. He closed his eyes and tried to imagine he
was there already.

The lady in the red uniform stood at the front and took a deep breath. A deep
breath that took in the whole of space. A deep breath that swallowed every
planet and every star in one… long… gulp.
As the breath went on, it gave Jonny time to look at things. Like the
way Mom fiddled with her wedding ring, and the way Pop flicked through
the in-flight entertainment guide. And it also gave Jonny time to look at the
dark, dark sky out of one window, and the white, white moon out of the
other.
Finally, the breath ended.
The lady in the red uniform spoke. ‘Ladies and gentlemen please
remain seated while we distribute the safety gear let me introduce you to
Evan who is standing on my left and will be handing out your suits-’ No
wonder she took such a big breath: she didn’t do full-stops.
A very, very thin man stepped forwards: Evan. He gave exactly the
kind of smile you’d expect a very, very thin man called Evan to give.
‘-whilst Janine,’ the lady in the red uniform continued, ‘will be
bringing your helmets.’
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A lady with jumbo-jet lips stepped forwards and pouted for a while.
‘Pssst,’ Jonny whispered, nudging Mom. ‘Is that really it? The real, real
moon?’
Mom was fishing around in her handbag. ‘Did I pack tissues, Keith?
Keith, you said I packed tissues. I must blow Jonny’s nose before he puts on a
helmet. Keith!’
Pop whistled. ‘That really is something. They’re showing The Matrix on
the way back. I remember seeing that when I was your age, son.’
Jonny sniffed.
‘Take the red pill…’ said Pop, in a funny voice.
‘For heaven’s sake, Keith.’
‘… and you stay in Wonderland.’
‘Keith. We’re on holiday. Put that TV guide away. Spend some time
with your family.’
Jonny looked back at the moon. Hello, he mouthed. We come in peace.
‘Here you go, sir!’ Evan was standing there, even thinner than ever
next to Pop. ‘Your suit, sir. Extra large, sir. That right, sir?’
‘Yes, yes, alright,’ muttered Mom, shoulders even more scrunched than
usual, ‘extra large is correct. No need to shout about it.’ Pop’s suit was the
size of a double duvet-cover.
‘And this one’s for you, young man.’ Jonny’s suit was waxy: smelt of the
spray Mom puts in her hair before she goes out to see all those men who
aren’t Pop.
‘And for you, madam. There you go, madam.’ Mom’s hand hovered over
Evan’s for a moment, and then he smiled and wandered off to the row
behind.
Jonny wiped his nose on the back of his hand then pulled on his suit.
Inside it felt like…
Well, it was sort of like being trapped inside a settee.
It wasn’t the marshmallowy feeling that Jonny had been expecting.
Those astronauts who were the first men to walk on the moon, back
whenever it was, Neil Armstrong and that other one, Buzz Lightyear. And
when the president landed, and that group of people called performance artists
who poured feathers into space, and that lady from Blue Peter, when she did
that live show with Betsy the space-dog. They all looked marshmallowy. Not
like they were trapped inside a settee.
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‘Aaaaaaaaaaaaaand the helmets,’ sang a nasal voice. It was jumbo-jet
lips Janine. ‘Here’s yours, sir, aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaand yours, madam, and,
er, oh-’
Jonny looked up.
‘You’re not an adult,’ said Janine. ‘I was about to give you an adult
size. I’ll eeeerrrrm, I’ll juuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuust go and
check where the last childsize helmet iiiiiis.’
Jonny sneezed all over his space suit.

Nothing quite like being on the moon. The whiteness. The lightness. The
beautiful, cold, pure, lovely, calm, glowing, powdery, brilliant moon.
The moon.
Just saying it felt magic.
Wasn’t exactly like Jonny had been expecting. Wasn’t made of cheese
for a start. Well, if it was a type of cheese, Jonny was pretty sure it would taste
even worse than Edam. It was a bit scruffier than Jonny had been expecting
too. Kind of sooty from all the landings. Full of rocket-shaped craters, moongraffiti, and plaques. Everyone who came up here brought a plaque. You
could buy them in the supermarket, all gold and shiny, and you could put
secret messages on them to tell the moon your dreams. Some people said that
the Man on the Moon could make dreams come true.
Jonny had been a bit naughty and snuck a look at Mom’s and Pop’s
before they left. Mom’s had been hidden under the Bible and Pop’s under the
remote control. Pop’s said:
Alright, Moonie!
One more Star Wars movie and I’ll be a happy man.
Cheers,
Big Keith
Mum’s said:
Dear Moondust,
If you have any power to change things, please help heal the rift.
Yours,
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Angeline
Hmmm. That one didn’t make sense. Jonny thought it was best to make the
message as easy to understand as possible, so his said this:
Mr. Moon,
I want Pop and me and Mom to eat burgers spageti at the kitchen table
and tell each other jokes (I got a good one) and then I want Pop and
Mom to kiss me nigt-night before bed. And I don’t want Mom to wear
harespray any more.
Lots of lov,
Jonny Walker aegd 8½
But Jonny’s plaque was still in his pocket and Jonny was still in the rocket.
Pock-et.
Rock-et.
Jonny was the only passenger left in here.
Janine the stewardess had been super sorry.
Nooooooooormally, she said, they took plenty of space helmets.
Noooormally, she said, they took too many space helmets. Was there anything
she could doooooooooooo, she said, to make amends? She offered Mom and
Pop

a

free

gin

and

tonic.

Offered

Jonny

a

free

packet

of

peeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeanuts.
Jonny asked couldn’t he just go outside for a few seconds, if he held his
breath? Janine said if he did that his head would burst.
So he decided to stay in the rocket.
Now he was listening to the sound of the meals being sorted out for
the flight home. Tear of tinfoiled ice-cream. Snap of shelled ship biscuits.
Crunch of powdered chicken.
This wasn’t the way it was meant to be at all. The biggest day of Jonny
Walker’s life. He wondered why his eyes kept aching, like they wanted to tell
him something.
He pressed his nose up to the window. There were people everywhere,
collecting moon-rock, taking pictures, doing star-jumps. Didn’t take long to
spot Pop amongst them all. The walking duvet-cover. He was punching his
arms around, fighting invisible aliens. Probably imagining he was the lead in
some sci-fi movie. No sign of Mom though. She could have been any one of
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those skinny spacewomen, pushing their plaques deep into the dust and
making crosses on their chest, over and over and over.
Jonny threw another peanut into his mouth.
‘You alriiiiiiight there, little one?’ asked Janine. ‘They’ll only be ten
more minutes. Want some more peeeeeeeeeeeeanuts?’
Jonny shook his head, opening his mouth and showing her the
mashed-up nuts.
‘Okaaaaaaaaaaay.’ Janine liked vowels. Jonny had done vowels at
school. A-E-I-O-U. Vowels were the noises you made when you were in pain
or excited. Janine didn’t look either of those.
He looked out of the window again.
Somebody was walking towards Pop! It was a skinny spacewoman
with scrunched shoulders.
Jonny pressed his nostrils hard against the glass. Mom.
Mom tapped Pop on the arm. He stopped fighting invisible aliens and
turned around to face her.
They both stood completely still.
Jonny’s eyes wanted to tell him something again, but he ignored them.
Instead he took a breath. A breath that took in the whole of space. That
swallowed every planet and every star in one… long… gulp. Eventually,
when Jonny’s breath was over, Mom and Pop started to move again.
Pop reached out. Mom reached out. Pop pulled Mom closer. Mom’s
shoulders went less scrunched.
It looked like they were…
Jonny felt some stardust run from his head to his toes.
Mom and Pop were dancing on the moon.
Had they finally found it? Zone C? Was Zone C in space, after all? C
for – can! Miracles can happen! Jonny felt for the plaque in his pocket. Thank
you, he whispered, running his fingers over its shiny surface.
He blinked and pulled away from the glass. Then he put his peanuts
on the tray in front of him and sidled into the aisle. He reached out both arms
as far as they would go and lifted back his head. He took a step forwards.
Then another. Then an even bigger one. Then a giant leap.
Jonny began to move up and down the aisle.
Filling his ears was the tear and snap and crunch of space-food, and
Janine’s long, drawn-out wooooooooooords. But Jonny was dancing to
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something else. A strange, magic, wonderful sort of dance, a grown-ups’
dance. A space tango.

And so maybe Jonny never would get to walk on the moon. Back at school
when he wrote about this in his exercise book, that part might have to be a lie.
He might never go to space again either. He might never even go
beyond Bristol.
But just then, for that one moment, Mom and Pop were dancing on the
moon. And, for the first time in his life, Jonny Walker was all vowels.
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Three Poems
by Katy Ewing
The Goat Shed
Corrugated iron painted rust red
slants to roof the low lean-to.
Inside, the dark is warm, straw-scented, goaty.
Make sure you bolt the door behind you,
tie the string; these clever beasts
will learn to get round anything in time.
If I was very still I could watch the milking;
my mum’s strong gentle hands squirting
milk hard into the frothy bucket.
She’d talk her quiet reassurance to Flora
or another, who watched me
from an uneasy gold-green sideways eye.
I knew I was no different from her.
I envied them their salt-lick,
I opened their feed-bin
and picked out malty chunks to chew.
My first experience of birth the restlessness, the mother’s fear
of the inevitable.
Her scared bray to push out
first an impossible little cloven hoof
then a sudden dark wet bag of kid.
My mother midwife knew instinctively
when to hold back, when to rush in.
The miracle baby ba-la-la on wobbly legs
pushing in for milk, then furiously wagging tail.
Goat mothers eat the afterbirth for energy.
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My mum told Flora “Clever girl, well done.”
Years later a midwife said the same to me.

The Doctor’s Wood
Cradled here, dreaming
in your strongest branch,
I feel safe.
Scraped knees,
stinging fingers,
and crushed tummy
earned me this seat of solitude.
From your high rookery
the music of community
keeps me company.
These long woods feel like home.
Here I’ve fought through bracken,
hid in ditches, sprinted like a deer.
Here I’ve been the fairy queen,
a hunter, a soldier.
I look out at the bright world
through your leafy windows.

Haiku
Burgers fry and spit.
Sweat coats her red face, her clothes
she never flinches.
I clean the toilets.
Lorry drivers are the worst
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there’s shit on the walls.
Little Chef summer.
Seventeen, waiting for life hate this uniform.

Falling Malady in Love
by Matthew Baxter
Merrick placed his hand on her shoulder, bowed and whispered "Had I the
means I would buy you the world my dear," before removing the condom
with a wince. It landed in the waste paper basket as a starling hit the window
making an instantaneous mess of its anatomy and surrendering a hypnotising
cloud of plumage. The girl, wearing only her destitution, jumped with fright.
It was Tuesday the 16th of February and Edie Macleod had just fallen in love
with our beleaguered man of science. "We can be thankful it was not an
albatross," he said retrieving his trousers from the floor.
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This is What You Must Do
by Kirsty Logan
First, walk through city streets congested with lightning-eyed boys and halfsleeping girls. Choose one if you like; take him home, make her coffee, talk all
night.
Next, cut down the alley veiled with shredded billboard posters,
dangling like torn silk. Choose your usual path if you like; the alley lit with
fairy lights, crammed with teahouses.
Then, slip into the club, lights dyeing the fog of dry ice. Choose to stay
here if you like; dance yourself into a bliss, sweat until you’ve washed away
the city’s dirt.
Finally, sidle through the bodies on the dance-floor, slick with sweet
spilled liquids, until you reach the back door. Peek around you – quick now!
If no-one is looking, you can go through.
Now exhale. Push out the smells of the city: smoke, exhaust, strange flesh.
Breathe in the smells of the bar: cinnamon, pepper, polished wood.
Although the door that leads you in appears to be pockmarked
plywood, the bass-thump from the club will not penetrate. The only sounds
here are the chink of glasses and the soft croon of the jukebox.
Before you look around the bar, you must prepare yourself. Outside –
through that club, down those alleys, along those streets – people hide their
deformities. They hack off their wings, file down their horns, saw off their
tails. They think the scars are better.
Here, in this bar, they do things differently. Feathered wings unfurl, the
twitching tips reaching to the ceiling as their owner ruminates over the
jukebox. A unicorn horn – two feet long and gleaming white – knocks gently
against the lights suspended over the pool table. Pointed teeth, as sharp as
morning light, clink against the rims of glasses.
Not all the changes are ornamental. There are hooves ticking against
the bar’s wooden floor; arms halfway to bird wings; a scaly tail, fat as a tree
branch, curled around a table leg.
You may stay a while, but not too long. You do not belong here yet.
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Later, at home, you will look in the bathroom mirror and notice a bump on
your forehead, hard and white as bone. You do not need to file it down this
time; you know where to go. It’s just a bar down an alley in the city, like a
rainbow is just refracted light.
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Whiteout
by Gill Davies
It never snows here. Well, hardly ever. A few flakes and the whole place
grinds to a halt. Not like the old days back home. Cockbridge to Tomintoul
road was blocked every winter. That bastard had to clear it. Went in the
snowplough with him when I was wee. Mum always gave me a blanket to sit
on because the seats were cold. I loved it. Especially when it was dark. It was
like being in a spaceship on another planet; bright orange beams shining
ahead as we pushed through the snow, sending it flying high around us in
big waves. I miss the fresh air.
Came straight here when I left; on a bus from Inverness. Stinking it
was. Neds were up the back smoking and drinking and pissing into cans.
Didn't even know anyone in London. Glasgow was the furthest away I'd
been.
Stayed in a B&B at first. I'd just been paid and had a few quid in my
pocket. When the money ran out, spent a couple of nights on the streets. But I
got lucky. Met this girl and moved into her place. She went back to the States
when her visa ran out. I kept the flat and managed to get myself a job in an
office. Had to have something to occupy mind or I would've gone mad. Like
that bastard.
A couple of years ago, I was walking along Oxford Street when I heard
someone shouting my name. It was auntie Mary, mum's sister. She was down
for the weekend. I can't believe it's you, son. We've been trying to get in touch with
you for years. Your father's been awful upset. I've had umpteen letters from him.
Have you heard from your mammy? That's ten years past and I've still no had any
word from her. I told her I hadn't and made my excuses, saying I had to get
back to work.
It's a good job but if anyone had told me I would end up in an
insurance company, I'd have laughed in their face. The wife works in the City.
We've got a nice place in Acton. Me and her and Aileen (gave her mum's
name). She'll be five on her next birthday. Wee cracker. It's hard when she
asks, 'where's your mummy and daddy?' I met the wife's parents a month
after I started seeing her. She kept asking me when she was going to meet
mine. Was honest with her; never, I said.
It was great being outside all the time back home. Even in the snow
and the wind and the torrential rain. Before I ran away, I was serving an
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apprenticeship to be a dry-stane dyker. Old Billy was a great boss. We'd have
a dram and guddle for trout when we were out in the wilds. The gamey on
the estate nearly caught us once but Billy knew the place like the back of his
hand. He was a master at the craft. Best in the country, folk said. Not that he
had much competition. There weren't many of us left. I was going to take over
the business when he retired. After mum, Billy's the one I let down the most.
That bastard hated it when mum got her job. She was working in the Red
Lion on the Main Street. Just a couple of nights a week to get out the house.
He was dead jealous. She was a good-looking woman. He knew she'd get
attention. Not that she ever got any from him. All he cared about were his
stupid bloody pigs. Mum changed when she started working; smiled more.
Turned out she was having an affair. Don't blame her. Why the hell she
married that bastard, I'll never know. He was from somewhere in Cumbria;
can't remember the name of the place. Don't want to. He'd been married
before but his wife left him; he wouldn't talk about it.
Mum always had a bowl of soup waiting for me when I came home
from work. I'd been looking forward to it that day. We'd been out on the hills
above old Grant's farm. Billy's cap was covered in ice. I was wearing the
sheepskin gloves mum bought me for my birthday and my hands were still
freezing. We called it a day about four o'clock. Could hear those bloody pigs
squealing as I walked up the track to the house.
The place was in darkness. There was no soup in the pan. I shouted on
mum but she didn't answer. Her fancy man had disappeared the week before.
The talk in the town was his wife had thrown him out. Mum had been quiet
around the house, just getting on with things. But I knew she was upset. That
bastard's snow plough was out the front. He'll be feeding the bloody pigs, I
thought. When I went round to the shed to look for him, I saw it lying there in
front of the big fat sow. I thought it was a dummy's arm at first. Then I saw
the wedding ring.
The funny thing was I didn't make a noise. Couldn't. Just stood there.
I went back into the house and up to mum's room. Her clothes were laid out
on top of her bed, as if she'd been getting ready to go to work. I remember
seeing the photos on her dressing table. The one of me and her when I was a
baby, me in the wee blue cardigan that she knitted, her with her hair all done
up fancy. Behind it was the one of me in my uniform on my first day at
school. All these images started running through my head; mum cuddling me
and kissing me when I was wee boy, tucking me into bed at night, reading my
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bedtime story. Those fucking pigs were squealing outside, laughing at me.
She hated them as much as I did. Wouldn't go near them; scared stiff of them
she was.
I knew where that bastard kept his gun. He used it to shoot the crows.
It wasn't in the cupboard.
The front door was open. I ran back down the track as fast as I fucking could.
Didn't stop running until I was in the town. The half five train to Inverness
was just about to leave. I made it and no more. Had to get out of there. Had to
get away. It was the only thing I could think of.
Starting a new life was my way of coping. Pretend it never happened. I
used to dread the knock on the door, the phone call late at night, but they
never came.
I've been married eight years now. We get on fine. We're moving to
France next year to a wee place near the south. Was always my plan to keep
moving. Further away, the better. The wife took a bit of persuading at first
but she agreed it would better for the wee one to grow up in the country.
Another country, I said. We've bought a house with an orchard. I'll take care
of that. Maybe get a job pisting the slopes in the winter. She's got work in
Marseille. We'll manage. The fresh air will be good for Aileen. And we won't
be far away from the snow. Proper snow.
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Three Poems
by Angela Blacklock-Brown
Metropolis
(after Epithets by Jamie McKendrick)
Edinburgh the architectural, the spectral, the intellectual, the financial,
the rocky fortressed, the flying buttressed, the traditional and radical,
the Doric- ironic, the volcanic-satanic, the laconic-bucolic and iconic
Edinburgh the beggar-beleaguered, the roadworks fatigued,
the up-market echelons and downtrodden druggies, snobs become yobs,
the political wrangle, the pink triangle, the socially glued, the ethnically
stewed,
the Festival buzz, the Big Issue bizz, the pipe- skirling, kilt- birling,
Edinburgh the Scottish kitsch, the tartan tat, the made-in-China Jimmy hat,
market stalled, mothballed, tram declined, Leith Walk off the rails,
Princes Street snails’ pace, the profile perturbed, disturbed and disgraced.
Edinburgh the two-faced, fur coated nae knickers protest brigades,
the orange- walked, green-belted, eco warriors on parades,
Auld Reekie, Athens of the North, built on seven hills, cap-it-all chaos.

Between Showers
On a Highland road we drive under rainbows,
broad arches of light
stroking frost-whiskered rows
of withered thistles and young catkins,
bright with dew and rain and sun
Down Under, I find rainbows slung low,
narrow on the lonely, winding road
between Ballarat and Bendigo,
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where men came centuries ago
to seek and claim those pots of gold.

Letting Go/Holding On
Sifting
piles of papers
I find
a photo of my nephew
before his exile
from the verdant isle.
Though
his brogue is long forgotten,
a thirst for his birthright persists.
Evenings
he will sip a Bushmills,
mornings
a mug of Scottish Blend.
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Invitation to the Dance
by Elly Farrelly
Quickstep
Outside the Plaza Ballroom
Her face a masque
Under lamplight
She waits.
Tic-tac of stiletto,
Steel tipped counterpoint,
Plays against the strains
Of big-band jazz.

Foxtrot
I’ve seen you before
Padding over this road
A gentleman, of sorts,
With your urban nonchalance.
No moon this night,
But a glint of sharp light
Falls on your path.
Your coat the colour of shadow,
Lost in the dusky monochrome
Of a summer evening.

Last Waltz
And I remember;
Your face a fading icon
From black and white years
Of old news. Or a poem
Whose end I cannot change.
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Cannot help you now
As the world fades.
and the light goes out,
In the lamp black street.

A Good Wall
by George Craig
After Patrick Reilly, after George Orwell.
An official-looking gentleman in a shiny black uniform with epaulettes brings
you a requisition and tells you to build a wall. You are an experienced
builder of walls. Good at what you do.
You construct the wall in record time, to exact specifications;
whinstone, 11 feet high, four sides of a square, each 105 feet in length, each
perfectly dovetailed into the next.

You carve your name into the final

foundation stone, under which you have placed a coin in the ancient way.
The wall is plumb. It is level to every spirit brought to test it. You are paid,
saluted for your efforts.
A decade later, an official-looking gentleman in a well-pressed dark
green uniform requires that you testify as to the quality of the wall. Under
oath, you are asked - Was this a good wall? You have no hesitation in
answering. Well designed, solidly founded, built true to standards of the
time, with great craft - This was a good wall.
The gentleman frowns. You feel the pressure of his dissatisfaction. He
tells you that, after you completed your work, the men in black uniforms
engaged a second contractor to build over-sized ovens within the boundaries
of the wall. They immured and exited hundreds of souls in that space every
day, for years.

Many tried to escape death.

None breached the wall

enclosing them.
The gentleman repeats his question to you. You remain under oath. It
is the same wall. Built in the same way, with the same skills, of the same
materials. But now, was it a good wall?
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Men of the New Age
by Thomas Walpole
The day has arrived.
The moment is now.
A day to savour
the moments that matter.
To declare…
your independence.
As a man.
As a new man.
As a manly man.
So cast aside your Wilkinson Sword.
Your branded Y-fronts.
The ties that bind.
Let it all hang out.
Let it all hang free.
For we have bodies
that sprout jungles.
And bulge…
in all the wrong places.
For we are not mannequins.
Or mag centrefolds.
We are alive.
And we have lived.
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Grit
by Carol McKay
She trundled the bin out to the pavement, dragging it behind her over the
rough pink cobbles. Her black slippers flapped under her heels. Through the
flimsy soles, she could feel the grit that coated the surface of the driveway.
Grit from the garden; grit from when the pavements were icy and the council
came round; grit from all sorts of decomposition.
She tugged the bin into position, opened the lid and glanced in.
Sketches, reduced to strips, twiddled like fingers against empty cereal boxes.
Plastic milk bottles were higgledy-piggledy with broadsheet newspapers. The
news at lunchtime said cardboard packaging from recycled newsprint was
poisoning the food people were eating.
She padded back into the house, closed the door quietly behind her
and turned the key. Inside, the room was warm. The carpet under her feet
was soft. No doubt here, too, grit had infiltrated the cream fibres but it didn't
impress itself under the soles of her slippers the way it did outside. It was
only evident when she sucked it up with the Hoover. Grit got in deep. In the
kitchen she washed her hands using antibacterial soap, dried them, taking
care to rub the webbing between her fingers, then filled and boiled the kettle.
She set her jasmine tea beside the easel. The canvas board was colourwashed in green. Broad green bands went from left to right across it where
her thick bristle brush had laid down a field of watery paint.
Now what? Her fingers twitched. It was hard to keep in touch with her
original enthusiasm for the subject. Days passed and the green primed canvas
was still waiting.
She sipped from the cup, wincing as the hot liquid burned her upper
lip and throat. Impatience – always her worst fault. She put the cup down and
chose a narrow brush. She held it this way and that in front of the easel as if
she might strike inspiration, like Michelangelo discovering the statue inside
the marble, waiting to be birthed out of it. But she wasn’t Michelangelo and
this one wasn’t ready to be born.
The room with the easel faced chill north and the keen wind rattled the
single glazed panes. Giving up, she lifted her cup and took it through to the
other room. It was warmer there: a south facing room warmed by sunlight
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and sheltered from the gusty wind. She pulled her heels up onto the couch
under her and cradled the tea between her hands.
It came unbidden again. In the closing of her eyes. It was there again in
a closing as short as a blink.
The white, white tablecloth. The silky weave of the damask. A close up
of about ten inches. And the only thing on the cloth? Smooth and polished, a
shiny fork. The curving bowl of the fork tines, scooping upwards like half a
set of ribs.
Then, telescoping and shrinking, a pink worm expanded and
contracted its way between the tines. Sticking to its blood-filled skin, crystals
of grit.
She slipped her feet back off the couch and into the slippers then
padded through to where the easel stood. Green was her latest project.
Green represented springtime: renewal of life.
But it wasn't coming.
She sipped from the jasmine scented tea. Green tea. Drained the cup till
there was nothing left in it then rubbed her thumb across her lips. Impatience
– always her greatest fault.
She crossed into the kitchen, ran water from the tap into the cup and
reached for the pill bottle on the window ledge.
Outside, the wind tossed and shrugged the bare twigs of the young
willows, their catkins not yet brimming yellow. In the straggling grass
underneath, fingers of green were beginning to insist through the grit and the
winter straw. Even the compost bin and the spill of nutrients surrounding it
were green.
Caught with her hand reaching the cup towards the sink, she
visualised the worms, easing their way through the mix, turning last year’s
tea-bags and grass clippings into friable soil. It was all part of a process and
everything had to be gone through in its own time.
She rinsed her cup and set it to drain. Dried her hands, rubbing the
webbing between her fingers. She opened her cutlery drawer and selected a
smooth stainless fork. Then she returned to the easel, moved aside the green
canvas and took up a sheet of white paper.
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It’s the Little Things
by Evangelia Daskalaki
I see her every day now.
Staring from that ghastly window.
Morning, afternoon, midnight
doesn’t really matter.
Before she goes to bed
as soon as she wakes up.
She catches the opening of the roses,
competing for the first glimpse of sunlight.
Hidden away in the corner of her garden no wonder it’s a match.
She catches the insomniac cricket
quieting down as the competition slowly retires
respectfully.
She even catches when that lonely
leaf decides to depart and takes its
luck beyond the herd.
I wonder why this constant interest?
I wonder why she doesn’t move on, get a life, mingle?
Then one day it stopped. Her window didn’t open.
I wondered whether she was suddenly too busy, as we all would.
Yet turns out she knew it was coming and she had missed it all.
She missed the smallest changes
that occur every day under our noses
that go completely unnoticed.
She missed her life.
Now I know why she was looking.
Salvaging every last breathtaking moment, until there were none left to take.
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Three Poems
by Vivien Jones
No Snow
What shall we do on the Breughel days,
when the scarcity of winter light calls
us to play under the pale fire of the winter sun?
Shall we store our hats and scarves and mittens
in attics, alongside our obsolete machines and toys,
to sit quietly waiting for a summons from a museum ?
Will our children gaze at photographs of winter
when we sledged and skied, as they gaze at our clothes,
with laughter and amazement, looking at another world ?
No broken limbs on skidding pavements, no cars in drifts,
no need to feed the old, to check their fuel and health,
there could be good things too, and yet….
What else tastes like snow, what else tingles like cold fingers,
what thrill like the slow slide of a snowball down the neck,
or the grey white whisper of an unexpected snowfall.

Summer is Late This Year
April was as usual, cool,
breezy, but with scraps of cloud days,
just the right amount of expectation.
But there were few May mornings
when sun begged the curtains
to part and dazzle my eyes.
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In June some fits and starts
that teased, but blew cold
by the time the picnic was made.
A July with warm, unceasing rain,
from somewhere to the far west,
children’s squashed faces on the window.
But August, August shaded in greys,
a sky of 2B, 3B then 4B pencil strokes,
Dove to charcoal, saturated.
It is September, trees are turning early,
starved of sunlight, a windy day
rips leaves away – not yet, I cry.
Not yet, I have not stored a vision
of sun to see me through the winter.
Summer has been elsewhere this year.

Messenger
The policeman was too young,
I comforted him, gave him tea,
while he told me my mum was dead.
My dad, too perplexed to find
addresses, phone numbers, e-mails,
so they sent the young policeman to me.
He opened his notebook, smiled,
corrected himself, frowned instead,
told me the hour she died, the where,
the doctor’s name, the hospital,
said I should phone my dad first thing,
gave me the number I already had.
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Perhaps you want to weep – he said
offering a manly blue serge shoulder,
embarrassed when I turned him down,
and began to hum a song she knew
because it helped me think of her
in the years when we could share laughter.
How could he know, this kind young man,
that this death did not bring grief,
but a full stop to a sentence of silence
pronounced after a long, long trial.
He left, with no collapse or tears to dry,
feeling less than useful, both of us mute.
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